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ABSTRACT
In this paper the numerical model, which was presented in the first paper (Mohanarangam
& Tu; 2009) of this series of study, is employed to study the different particle responses
under the influence of two carrier phases namely the gas and the liquid.  The numerical
model takes into consideration the turbulent behaviour of both the carrier and the dis-
persed phases, with additional equations to take into account the combined fluid particle
behaviour, thereby effecting a two-way coupling. The first paper in this series showed the
distinct difference in particulate response both at the mean as well as at the turbulent level
for two varied carrier phases. In this paper further investigation has been carried out over
a broad range of particle Stokes number to further understand their behaviour in turbu-
lent environments.   In order to carry out this prognostic study, the backward facing step
geometry of Fessler and Eaton (1999) has been adopted, while the inlet conditions for the
carrier as well as the particle phases correspond to that of the experiments of Founti and
Klipfel (1998). It is observed that at the mean velocity level the particulate velocities
increased with a subsequent increase in the Stokes number for both the GP (Gas-Particle)
as well as the LP (Liquid-Particle) flow. It was also observed that across the Stokes num-
ber there was a steady increase in the particulate turbulence for the GP flows with suc-
cessive increase in Stokes number. However, for the LP flows, the magnitude of the
increase in the particulate turbulence across the increasing of Stokes number is not as
characteristic as the GP flow. Across the same sections for LP flows the majority of the
trend shows a decrease after which they remain more or less a constant.
Keywords: Stokes number, Gas-particle flow, Liquid-particle flow, Backward-facing
step, Eulerian two-fluid model.
INTRODUCTION
Particulate flows are ubiquitous in many chemical, mechanical and industrial applications and have
received interdisciplinary attention in these industries over the last couple of decades. These classes
of flows are found as pollutants in our daily lives, while in industries they are found to either
enhance a certain process or occur as a phase that needs separation, in order to realize the product
metal.  CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) have gone a long way to describe these processes,
not because of their financial gains and quick turn around but also the inherent advantage of being
able to query into unknown places and hostile environments impossible experimentally.     
Simulating these types of two phase flows have seen monetary gains in many mineral processing
and chemical industries by taking the guess work out of engineers and scientists and by increasing
the efficiency and throughput of the final product with environmentally sound practices. While
particles are subjected to varying carrier phases in different industries based on their applications,
they broadly fall under two phases namely the gas and the liquid. The differences in the material
densities are quite huge in Gas-Particle (GP) flows in comparison to Liquid-Particle (LP) flows,
which seem to more or less exhibit a homogeneous behaviour.
This paper which is essentially a lead up to part 1 of this series (Mohanarangam & Tu) looks at
the effect of Stokes number by invariably changing the particle response time have been chosen for
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both the GP as well as the LP flows under the influence of the two carrier phases namely the gas
and the liquid. For this endeavour four different Stokes number are chosen and their response both
at the mean and at the turbulence level are probed to understand the behaviour and also to ascertain
whether Stokes number can be used as an universal parameter to define the particulate flow, both
at the mean and at the turbulence level.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Investigation of Particle Response 
With the numerical code apt to replicate the experimental findings of the GP and LP flows (from the
first paper of this series), we now embark on a mission to study the response of the particles to the
surrounding carrier phases. In order to proceed with this endeavour, four different Stokes numbers, by
invariably changing the particle response time have been chosen for both the GP as well as the LP
flows. For this numerical experiment the step geometry of Fessler and Eaton (1999) has been adopted,
while the inlet velocity for the carrier and the particulate phase corresponds to that of the experimental
conditions of Founti and Klipfel (1998). The four different Stokes numbers chosen correspond to
0.05, 0.5, 2.0 and 6.0. Particles with Stokes number 0.05 acts as tracers to the carrier phase and are
widely used by experimentalists for PIV/PDA study. The Stokes number of 0.5 corresponds to unveil
realistically the response of particles for St≤1. Stokes number of 2.0 was chosen such as to fall within
the range of overshoot phenomena (Chien & Chung; 1987, Hishida et al.; 1992, Ishima et al.;1993),
wherein the particles are said to disperse more readily than the fluid, while higher Stokes number of
6.0 is to study the independent responsitivity of the particles in relation to the two different carrier
phases namely the air and diesel oil. In order to represent the results more qualitatively 12
interrogation points made up of a matrix of three sections (x/h=2, 7 & 14) along the length of the step
and four sections along the height of the step (y/h=0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0) have been considered. Figure 1a
shows the mean streamwise particle velocities along a x/h=7 section for the GP flows for varying
Stokes number, the monitoring stations along the height of the step has been depicted with the help
of lines running with constant y/h values. Figure 1b shows mean streamwise particle velocities along
the same x/h section for LP flows. From both the figures it can be seen that an increase in Stokes
number causes a corresponding increase in the particulate velocities for both the carrier phases
considered. The flow with the smallest Stokes number almost follows the gas phase, while as the
Stokes number increase there is a drift in the way particle behave.  Figure 1c shows the monitoring
stations of particle fluctuation for the GP flows along varying Stokes number, while figure 1d shows
the same for LP flows. From these figures, it can be seen that with the increase in Stokes number the
particle fluctuation for the GP flow increases while that of the LP flow decreases. This is quite in
contrast to mean velocities for which particles under both the carrier phases increased with an increase
in Stokes number. This intriguing behaviour forms the basis of this research.  
Figure 1a. Mean streamwise particle velocities for varying Stokes number for GP Flows
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Figure 1b. Fluctuating streamwise particle velocities for varying Stokes number for LP flows
Figure 1c. Fluctuating streamwise particle velocities for varying Stokes number for GP flows
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Figure 1d. Fluctuating streamwise particle velocities for varying Stokes number for LP flows
Particle Response-Mean Velocity Level 
In this part of the results and discussion section the response of the particles to the mean flow with
two different carrier mediums are investigated in relation to varying Stokes number. Three sections
along the step and four along the height of the step have been investigated. Figure 2a shows the plot
of the normalized mean particle velocities at a step length of x/h=2 and a height of y/h=0.5 along
varying Stokes number. The solid lines with circles in the figure depict the particle behaviour in GP
flow, while the broken lines with squares depict the particle behaviour in LP flow, there is also a
third line, constant along the Y-axis which depicts the carrier phase velocity, it is shown such that
one can ascertain the slip velocity of the particles with respect to their parent carrier phase. It can
be seen from the figures that the mean particle velocities increase with a corresponding increase in
its Stokes number for both the carrier phases with the maximum particulate velocity occurring for
the LP flows. 
Figure 2b, 2c & 2d show the particulate behaviour at a height of y/h=1.0, 1.5 & 2.0 respectively.
From sections y/h=1.0 and 1.5 it can be seen that the particles behave in unison until a Stokes
number of 2.0 after which the particles under the influence of the liquid seem to surpass that of the
particles in the  GP flow. There is a steady increase in the particulate velocities along the height of
the step for up to y/h=1.5 after which there is a meagre drop for y/h=2.0 where in the wall boundary
conditions try to retard the flow.  Although the particles from LP flow seems to surpass GP flow
along the length and height of the step there is small drop at section y/h=2.0 for the smaller Stokes
numbers considered in our study. At this section x/h=2.0 which is aft of the step, the particles with
higher Stokes number (2.0 & 6.0) surpass the mean carrier phase velocities all along the height of
the step, this is more attributed to the fact that particles experience more inertial aft of the step and
they are not subjected to pressure gradients unlike the carrier phases due to the recirculation.
Figure 3 shows the mean particulate velocities at section x/h=7 along the various heights of the
step geometry. It is seen that the velocities keep increasing as one passes over the height of the step
until a height of y/h=1.5 after which there is a small drop due to the wall interference. In this section
of the step geometry, it can seen that the particulate velocities for the GP flows most of the time
exceed than that of the particles in the LP flow except for the section y/h=0.5. This is attributed to the
fact that the GP flow particles are free to move in a less restricted environment like air while particles
in the LP flow move in a highly viscous environment, which fundamentally restricts it motion. The
increase in the particulate velocities along the height of the step occurs in tandem for both the carrier
phases, with a small rift appearing at section y/h=1.5 and a bit larger rift at section y/h= 2.0. 
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Figure 2a. Mean streamwise particle velocities for varying Stokes number along the
height of the step for x/h=2 & y/h=0.5
Figure 2b. Mean streamwise particle velocities for varying Stokes number along the
height of the step for x/h=2 & y/h=1.0
 GP LP Gas/Liquid 
 GP LP Gas/Liquid 
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Figure 2c. Mean streamwise particle velocities for varying Stokes number along the
height of the step for x/h=2 & y/h=1.5
Figure 2d. Mean streamwise particle velocities for varying Stokes number along the
height of the step for x/h=2 & y/h=2.0
GP LP Gas/Liquid 
GP LP Gas/Liquid 
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Figure 3a. Mean streamwise particle velocities for varying Stokes number along the
height of the step for x/h=7 & y/h=0.5
Figure 3b. Mean streamwise particle velocities for varying Stokes number along the
height of the step for x/h=7 & y/h=1.0
GP LP Gas/Liquid 
GP LP Gas/Liquid 
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Figure 3c. Mean streamwise particle velocities for varying Stokes number along the
height of the step for x/h=7 & y/h=1.5
Figure 3d. Mean streamwise particle velocities for varying Stokes number along the
height of the step for x/h=7 & y/h=2.0
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Figure 4 shows the plot of particle velocities for the section x/h=14 near the exit of the step
geometry, here also a similar trend corresponding to two previous sections along the step is felt,
where in the particle velocities increase along the height of the step, along with the particles in GP
flow exceeding than that of the LP flow. While the particles from the two carrier phases behave in
unison for the lower part of the step geometry, there is a marked rift felt at the top sections of the
geometry. For all the three x/h sections considered along the length of the step it can be seen that
there is decrease in the particle velocities (different Y-axis scale), which is attributed to the fact that
particle losing their momentum as they travel along the step of the geometry. 
Figure 4a. Mean streamwise particle velocities for varying Stokes number along the
height of the step for x/h=14 & y/h=0.5
Figure 4b. Mean streamwise particle velocities for varying Stokes number along the
height of the step for x/h=14 & y/h=1.0
GP LP Gas/Liquid 
GP LP Gas/Liquid 
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Figure 4c. Mean streamwise particle velocities for varying Stokes number along the
height of the step for x/h=14 & y/h=1.5
Figure 4d. Mean streamwise particle velocities for varying Stokes number along the
height of the step for x/h=14 & y/h=2.0
Particle Response-Turbulence Level 
In this part of the results and discussion section, the turbulent behaviour of particles is investigated
for two variants of carrier phase flows namely the GP and the LP flows. Here again three sections
along the length of the step and four along its height have been considered. Figure 5 shows the
GP LP Gas/Liquid 
GP LP Gas/Liquid 
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turbulent kinetic energy of the particles normalized by its free stream velocity at section x/h=2, for
four different heights. From figure 5a it can be seen that at the turbulence level, particles under the
influence of the gas turbulence seem to have an increasing trend in particulate turbulence with a
corresponding increase in Stokes number. While the particles in the LP flow seem to show an
opposite behaviour except for the maximum Stokes number where there seems to be a sudden
spike. It is also to be noted that the carrier phase turbulence is far more less than that of the
dispersed phases, mainly for the GP flows. This is consistent with the experimental results of
Fessler and Eaton (1997 & 1999).  Figures 5b, c & d depict the turbulent kinetic energy of the
particles at sections y/h=1.0, 1.5 & 2.0. It can be seen that for the sections considered, there has
been an increase in the particle turbulent kinetic energy with a subsequent increase in the Stokes
number for the GP flows but however for the LP flows there has been a decrease with subsequent
increase in Stokes number. It can also be seen as one progress along the height of the step there is
a marked decrease in the particulate kinetic energy for GP flows, whereas for the LP flows this
change is quite subtle. 
Figure 5a. Fluctuating streamwise particle velocities for varying Stokes number along
the height of the step for x/h=2 & y/h=0.5
Figure 5b. Fluctuating streamwise particle velocities for varying Stokes number along
the height of the step for x/h=2 & y/h=1.0
GP LP Gas/Liquid 
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Figure 5c. Fluctuating streamwise particle velocities for varying Stokes number along
the height of the step for x/h=2 & y/h=1.5
Figure 5d. Fluctuating streamwise particle velocities for varying Stokes number along
the height of the step for x/h=2 & y/h=2.0
Figure 6 shows the particulate turbulent kinetic energy for section x/h=7 of the step. While there
has been an increase in the kinetic energy with a rise in the Stokes number for the GP flows, they
seem to work in the opposite fashion for the LP flows which show a decrease with increase in
Stokes number. It can also be seen that the magnitude of the kinetic energy is a fold less than at the
section x/h=2. There is also an increase in the turbulent kinetic energy followed by a decrease in
GP flows along the height of the step; the same behaviour is not exhibited by the LP flows which
basically signify only a decrease. 
Figure 7 shows the turbulent behaviour of the particles at section x/h=14 at the farther end near
the exit of the geometry. It is in this section that the flow almost recovers from the re-circulation
GP LP Gas/Liquid 
GP LP Gas/Liquid 
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and pressure gradient effects and assumes more or less a channel flow condition. The turbulent
kinetic energies like the previous sections increase with a subsequent increase in Stokes number for
GP flows, while LP flows exhibit the opposite behaviour. This behaviour is attributed to the fact
that the material densities and the viscosities of the two carrier phases considered in our study vary
wide apart, which is further explained in the section below. The magnitude of the particulate
turbulent kinetic energy depicted in this section is far lesser than the previous sections of x/h=2 &
7. There is also a small increase and then a gradual decrease of the turbulent kinetic energy as once
progresses along the height for GP flow.
Figure 6a. Fluctuating streamwise particle velocities for varying Stokes number along
the height of the step for x/h=7 & y/h=0.5
Figure 6b. Fluctuating streamwise particle velocities for varying Stokes number along
the height of the step for x/h=7 & y/h=1.0
GP LP Gas/Liquid 
GP LP Gas/Liquid 
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Figure 6c. Fluctuating streamwise particle velocities for varying Stokes number along
the height of the step for x/h=7 & y/h=1.5
Figure 6d. Fluctuating streamwise particle velocities for varying Stokes number along
the height of the step for x/h=7 & y/h=2.0
GP LP Gas/Liquid 
GP LP Gas/Liquid 
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Figure 7a. Fluctuating streamwise particle velocities for varying Stokes number along
the height of the step for x/h=14 & y/h=0.5
Figure 7b. Fluctuating streamwise particle velocities for varying Stokes number along
the height of the step for x/h=14 & y/h=1.0
GP LP Gas/Liquid 
GP LP Gas/Liquid 
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Figure 7c. Fluctuating streamwise particle velocities for varying Stokes number along
the height of the step for x/h=14 & y/h=1.5
Figure 7d. Fluctuating streamwise particle velocities for varying Stokes number along
the height of the step for x/h=14 & y/h=2.0
Summary of Particulate Responsitivity:
The above two sections which outlined the particle response at the mean velocity level and at the
turbulence level shows that the mean velocity of the particles increase with a subsequent increase
in the Stokes number for both the carrier phases namely the gas and the liquid. The mean particulate
velocity not only increases with the Stokes number but is also higher than its corresponding carrier
phase velocities for the three Stokes number viz St=0.5, 2.0 & 6.0 considered in our study.  This is
GP LP Gas/Liquid 
GP LP Gas/Liquid 
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quite in lines with the recent experimental data of Ishima et al (2007) and the phenomenon is
explained with the help of the particle terminal velocity which gives a rough approximation as a
percentage of how much the particle velocity exceeds the carrier phase velocity. The other reason
for the particle velocity to lead the carrier phase is the attribute of the particulate phase to respond
slowly to the adverse pressure gradient dominant in shear flow geometries like back-ward facing
step, in lieu to the carrier phase.
The particle turbulent kinetic energy plots for both the GP and the LP flows depict the response
of the particles at the turbulence level, across these plots it can be summarized that while there is a
steady increase in the particulate turbulence for the GP flows with successive increase in Stokes
number, with some sections showing even a 100% increase between the minimum and the
maximum Stokes number considered. However, for the LP flows, the magnitude of the increase in
the particulate turbulence across the increasing Stokes number is not as characteristic as its
counterpart. Across the same sections for LP flows the majority of the trend shows a decrease after
which they more or less remain a constant. Previous studies of liquid-particle flows in vertical
channel (Ishima et al; 2007, Borowsky & Wei; 2007) shows that with the increase in the Stokes
number there is usually a corresponding increase in the particulate turbulence, however the flow
considered in this study is a shear flow geometry, which basically depicts a totally different flow
feature unlike the simple channel geometry. In these lines even the Turbulence Modification (TM)
of the shear flow geometry for the well established gas-particle flows using the same set of
experimental data employed in this study (Fessler & Eaton; 1999) does not seem to well correspond
with the models been employed and formulated for the vertical channel flows (Mohanarangam &
Tu; 2007). Thereby, given the complexity of the problem much deeper understanding and
experimental data may be required to ascertain the same. The readers are also advised that the two
sets of experimental data (Fessler & Eaton; 1999, Founti & Klipfel; 1998) used in his study were
not alike in all respects within the flow field with parity only in carrier phases. However, for the
current set of results obtained, the much smaller particle response to the turbulence for the LP flow
than for the GP flow may be explained in terms of the carrier phase employed to study the particle
response. Firstly, the density used to study LP flow is approximately 709 times higher than that of
the GP flow, which basically prohibits the fluctuating motion of the particle. Another rationale
being, in regions of strong mean velocity gradient, the streamwise particle fluctuating velocities are
determined more by the mean gradient than by the actual response of the particles to turbulent
fluctuations. In the absence of the same, the particle velocity fluctuations tend to be lower than the
fluid velocity fluctuations as noted from the experiments of Fessler and Eaton (1997). It was also
stated by the same authors that in their experiments wall-normal fluctuating particle velocities were
lower that fluid, which was attributed to the large inertia of the particles making them unresponsive
to many of the fluid motions. From these conclusions the eventual decrease in the particle
fluctuation is more or less attributed to the decrease in the velocity gradient with a corresponding
increase in Stokes number. The cross-stream mixing, which attributes towards higher particle
fluctuating velocities in GP flow may be prohibitive in LP flow considering the elevated density
and viscosity of LP flows. 
CONCLUSION
Particles response to turbulent GP and LP flow, behind a turbulent backward-facing step geometry
was successfully analysed and simulated numerically using an Eulerian two-fluid model. A
significant amount of work was undertaken in this paper to provide an in-depth understanding of
the particle response, amidst turbulent flow conditions for two different carrier phases namely the
gas and the liquid (diesel oil).  From the first part of this series of paper, the numerical results
revealed good agreement with the experimental data. From there the code was further used to
investigate Stokes number effect on the two different carrier phases both at the mean velocity and
at the turbulence level, for this exercise the experimental geometry of the GP flow and the inlet
conditions of the LP flow were used.  In order to present the results in a more methodical manner,
12 points consisting of a matrix of three sections along the length of the step and four along the
height of the step were used to study the Stokes number effect on the two types of flows.
At the mean velocity level the particles seem to move faster than the carrier phases for both the
GP and the LP flow. However, at the particle fluctuation level, although the GP flow show an
escalation with the increase in the Stokes number, the same feature seem to be absent in the LP
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flow, wherein the particle fluctuation seem to decrease and almost flatten out with the increase in
its Stokes number. The main reason for this behaviour is the difference in the physical
characteristics of the carrier phase namely the liquid, which is far denser than the gas, this
eventually changes the cross-stream and the mean gradient behaviour, which is shown to cause
elevated particle fluctuations in the GP flow.
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NOMENCLATURE
GP gas particle flow
LP liquid particle flow
St Stokes number 
TM Turbulence Modulation
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